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We design, manufacture
& install bespoke joinery

for projects throughout
London and the

southeast

We have fitting experience on varying levels, ranging from
renovations and extensions to shop fitting and commercial fit
out. We have worked with many well-established fit-out
companies, interior designers & project managers, providing
all their joinery requirements. As well as manging our own
projects. 
We take your ideas and craft them with precision, detail &
passion. Taking you from concept to completion, smoothly &
effortlessly. From workspace tea points, feature walls,
banquette seating and more, we allow your commercial space
to evolve into the relevant & required fit for your business. 

We make the old look new, the new look better and the
better look the best! 

With a team of vetted, friendly & trusted workers, you will
have no doubts about welcoming Forest Joinery into your
home. Allow us to create your dream kitchen or construct

the perfect fitting wardrobes - give your home some
quality loving. 

 
With over 15 years of experience and initially building the
company from word-of-mouth recommendations, there is

no better team to bring your joinery dreams to life. 

COMMERCIAL FIT-OUT

DOMESTIC & RESIDENTIAL
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Sofology -
New Malden
& Orpington -
Commercial
Joinery
Package
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We had the pleasure of completing two joinery packages for
a well-established nationwide furniture supplier. Providing
all the joinery requirements on their shop floors to separate
the unique room sets throughout the branches.

As well as providing the tea point/ kitchen area in the staff
office. After having successfully completed the Orpington
branch, we were kindly asked by our client to carry out the
same project for the New Malden store. Since then, we have
been working closely with our client to deliver several shop
fittings for known suppliers across the UK and are proud
that our high-quality products, professional craftsmanship
and exceptional work ethic secured further projects. 
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This project is a personal
favourite of ours. We worked
closely with our client
throughout and paid close
attention to detail as always.
Watching this space
transform from concept,
design, manufacture to
installation, was truly
incredible to see. The project
saw us creating a large
6x14m feature wall, with a
CNC geometric pattern to
really bring itself into the
spacious lobby. Alongside
our wall, sits a bespoke desk
weighing in at 400kg, built
and installed for the
reception staff. All of this is
accompanied with an array
of complimenting seating
and coffee tables to pull
together the room in a
warm, inviting manner. It
was incredible to participate
in providing a unique design
in one of London’s most eye-
catching buildings.

Vanquish -
One Crown
Place





Woodlands
Cafe - YMCA

Forest Joinery delivered a
pilot scheme Café for an
amazing charity. The Cafe
is located amongst a
woodland walk and
children's play area in
Langley. 

This project had a tight
deadline from the get-go,
but our team worked
tirelessly to deliver this
scheme on time and
without any hiccups.
Longevity and durability
were our top priority,
considering what the
space was being used for,
as well as keeping a clean,
slick, comfortable, and
inviting environment for
the public. We feel
honoured to have been a
part of an amazing
concept and look forward
to seeing the space be
enjoyed by many for years
to come. 
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LIGHTSPEED

Kicking of 2022 with this
substantial joinery package. A
large provider of ePOS (electronic
Point of Sale) solutions, are
moving into a brand-new office
floor adjacent London Bridge. 
A huge variety of joinery was
required, and we had the pleasure
of manufacturing all of the
elements.
From tendering to install, this has
been a huge job for us, in a
commercial world of giants.
The team worked tirelessly to
bring the very best quality
products to our client and install
it within a tight deadline. 
Starting with the tea points and
print point we installed fitted
cabinets and wall units into
alcoves inside the office space
and built in white goods were
supplied to fit also, We then
installed a blend of stone and
solid surface worktops to
accompany the joinery.
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After the first phase of fitting, we continued to put together two tea point islands,
one of which was a mammoth 7 meters in size that really stood centre point in
the lengthy room. 
Our next task was to bring a meeting room to life with a wall-to-wall AV unit in
soft touch black laminate featuring two shelving units either side large monitors,
all sat on top of a series of cabinets fitted with individual key and lock systems.
Shortly after, our bespoke reception desk was ready to be fitted, as a centre piece,
it is the first thing you see walking out of the entrance elevators, covering more
than half of the width of the reception area, the desk is impossible to miss and
understandably draws the eye.
We then went on to install our podiums, a series of 5 podiums of different
specifications were situated around the main areas to provide beautiful sitting
and standing points for members of staff to meet and collaborate openly.
All in all, a monumental effort from everyone involved to bring this stunning
office from concept to real life.





UEL
PUMPHOUSE

Recently the University of East
London has made some
investments into its space to create
more places for its students to live,
study and thrive. One of these
places is the UEL Pump House, a
cafe/bar in the heart of campus to
provide a relaxing spot for students
to gather, unwind and find their
productivity. We were lucky enough
to be a part of this project and
provide a café bar area for staff and
students on campus. 
A rustic hit and miss feature wall
along the front edge of the bar was a
great touch to bring the orange and
yellow tones from the walls into the
bar seamlessly, alongside the
monochromatic solid surfaces and
cabinet combination, as the rest of
the room follows towards the rear
walls. 
The whole café bar is almost
framed as an art piece sitting
directly next to the large whale and
East London mural. 
A well thought out room, using very
cleverly the natural depth to really
bring it all together as one. 
A perfect project to be such a part of!
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Self Portrait

A lovely office fit out for a high end
fashion designer at their new base
in London.

A big fit out right from the start, this
one was a great end product.
Our package included;
A full width tea point finished in
brushed stainless and mirrors.
A long run of double sided ply
drawer packs.
Floating ply cabinets with mirrored
backs.
Two floor to ceiling backlit mirrors.
 
The result of this package was
incredible, a brilliant design and a
great build.
A lot of time and effort put into
getting everything perfect, from the
inset drawer handles to keep a
flush finish, to integrated stainless
sinks in the worktops for a
seamless finish.
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Crosstree

A stunning office fit out not far from
Liverpool Street, working on this from
manufacture to fitting, we provided a
varied joinery package, consisting of a tea
point area and coffee point area. The tea
point, located in a quieter corner of the
office floor complete with a sink, integrated
appliances and storage space, with the
coffee point placed in the middle of the
office environment with its own chillers,
drawer pack and cupboards, creating a
perfect spot to turn making a quick coffee
into an informal meeting with a peer.
Situated in the main office, we fitted an AV
cabinet, with push to open doors to give an
undisturbed finished across the room.
The whole project across the floor was
finished in Egger Hamilton Oak, providing
a classy and timeless aesthetic to the entire
project.
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SOCAR

The first thing that pops into your field of
vision as the elevator door opens is our slat
wall containing the office company sign, a
perfect addition to the foyer to provide a
great first impression for anybody visiting.
We provided the sign along with columns
that it sits perfectly in. As you walk into the
main office, separating the board room
from the rest of the area, along with the
glass wall, is another run of our black
columns, adding a little extra depth to the
room.
Just passed the board room, is our tea point
and island, with all integrated appliances,
including a tall fridge with an adjoining full
length shelving unit.
All navy doors and panels for the tea point
and grey for the island both finished with
laminate marble effect worktops, along
with some oak shelving to create a
connection to the flooring installed.
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Cain
International

A unique bar area build, included in which,
were a few different things to get around. 
Along the front face of the bar, we had a
glass block wall to be included in the
finished product. We had a few different
tap and sink systems to be fitted within the
worktops in different locations.
Even with a few snags to finish up, once we
had finalised this project, it was a sight to
behold.
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Media Unit and
Dressing Room

We manufactured and installed a fitted
media unit, finished to match the existing
kitchen, a simple but elegant design, the
media unit boasted a centre TV space with
shelving either side and cabinets to the
underneath.
Upstairs is a walk in wardrobe, wrapped
around 3 walls in a horseshoe formation,
included within the wardrobes is the usual
hanging rail space and shelving with
included bespoke drawer packs and pull
out shoe storage, as a finishing touch we
installed mirrors into the cavity space of
the shaker doors across the back wall.
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Fitted Wardrobes
and Study

We provided three separate pieces to our
client for their home.
The first, adjoining the en suite, was a fitted
wardrobe, finished in a satin white to bring
the alcove flush with the wall, inside are 3
hanging rail spaces, a bespoke drawer pack
and shelving, on the back of the doors we
provide and fit 2 face to face mirrors, so
that the client can have a dressing space
with the ability to have a 360 degree view
of themselves.
The second room was fitted with a larger
fitted wardrobe, finished in satin white ,
again with hanging spaces and shelves,
with fully shelved cabinet on one side for
plenty of storage room, finished off with a
wide full length mirror.
Downstairs the client had an existing desk
that she had wanted colour matched to our
new fitted cabinet. Once we had built the
cabinet, we spent some time to stain the
newly manufactured furniture to match the
old so the finish was established
throughout the room.
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Our focus is to have a clear understanding of
your requirements and ideas for the project.
Your passion fires us up, so the more photos,
drawings, designs, ideas you have for the
project, the better. We will use our expert
knowledge to support & guide you with initial
concept whilst working tirelessly to tackle any
obstacles that arise on the way.  

Enquiry

We will submit our quotation as soon as
possible as we don’t like to keep you waiting. All
of our quotes are highly detailed and extremely
competitive, providing all you need, so the only
question you will be asking is ‘when can you
start’! No hidden fees and with terms easy to
understand.  

Quotation

We love the bigger picture, but sometimes the
smaller details can be missed. We like to carry
out a site survey to ensure the whole project is
thought through, even the minute parts. We
take pride in our attention to detail so you can
relax knowing we have it covered. We are open
and honest with our timeframe and workload so
you know exactly what to expect from us. 

Site Survey
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Our office staff & joiners work closely during the
manufacturing, meaning that there is no break in
communication throughout the whole project process.
Allowing the joiners to focus on what they do best –
crafting your idea to life. And our office staff are always
on hand and available to answer any queries you may
have.

Production

We have a dedicated fitting team who have experience
in dealing with large scale commercial projects as well
as intermate domestic clients. All of our staff are vetted
& qualified individuals who reflect our core morals,
values & standards. 

Install

Our relationship will continue to evolve and flourish,
even post project. For us, maintaining an outstanding
relationship with all our clients, is key. We offer a
warranty on all bespoke products as well as checking in
to see how our work is lasting.  

Aftercare



17 years experience
within the industry

Our office & workshop is based in Epping, Essex where we
encourage clients to visit, meet the team, view our
samples as well as witnessing the joiners hard at work. 

Our agenda is to create long lasting, furniture, joinery &
relationships with our clients, by producing timeless
designs & providing exceptional craftmanship skills.

Olly began his joinery journey over a decade ago
out of the sheer love for creating beautifully

unique bespoke furniture & joinery pieces. 17
years on, working from a joiner through to a

company director & owner, he is now committed
to growing a business that reflects his passion,

morals & love for the craft. 
 

Now with a team of 8 dedicated joiners and
caring office staff, Forest joinery can expand their

services and grow a brand that is long-lasting…
just like our products!  A
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We build & Install highly functional, creative, inspiring spaces
and we wanted our own office workspace to encompass just that.
Back wall sample storage with under desk cupboard space, A
presentation screen for both staff & client meetings.
4 permanent double screen docking spaces with room for another
3 people if necessary to hot desk on busier days in the office.
The perfect spot for us to get work done.
Within the same four walls, built from the ground up is our tea
point, for all the staff to enjoy their breaks in a quieter
environment away from the bustle of the workshop.

To create an effective and productive workspace, we considered
many things, not just the tools available and the size of the unit.
To utilise the space in the most efficient manner, we built it
around the people that spend their time using it. Individual
rolling benches to allow each worker their own working areas,
but also having the ability to move the room around in order to
collaborate during larger projects that may need more hands.
Tailored storage across the entire workshop floor keeps quick
access to anything that is needed during projects and allows the
areas to stay neat and tidy in order to increase productivity.
Distractions are at a minimum from separate parts of the
workshop using partitioned structures to keep everybody in their
teams and fully functioning.



FOR MORE, FOLLOW US ON
SOCIAL MEDIA

@FORESTJOINERY



LET'S GET IN TOUCH

Forest Joinery, Sumner's Farm, Epping Road,
Epping Green, Essex CM16 6PX

01992573765
info@forestjoinery.uk


